Case Study

Adicot, Inc. Created HVAC Calculators with Zero Coding
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Adrienne needed to find a platform that more fully
Early on, when Adrienne realized she was repeating the

supported integration features. At this point, she found
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easy to access in the office or in the field. As Adicot's
database of calculators grew, so did their complexity, and
the user interface software options could no longer keep
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The Results

Adicot also had an established end-user experience
standard that they were unwilling to compromise. They
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program to convert their Excel spreadsheets' increasingly
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complex calculations to a web-based platform.
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knowledge base and tutorial videos, everyone can find

process is faster than she expected. Adrienne says that the
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around any changes I requested in just a day or two. And

platform, Adicot, Inc. does not need to hire developers –

because of their support and their vast library of

they can make their edits and publish them in minutes.

instructional videos, I independently created my next
calculator from start to finish in one day."
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